How it all began. A personal review
Years have passed since, in Prague in 1996, I first came to know some of the survivors
of Room 28, L 410, in the Theresienstadt concentration camp. We met when I did
some research for a radio feature on the children’s opera Brundibár. Soon I joined
forces with them to help fulfil their most fervent wish: to create a lasting memorial
to the children of Theresienstadt and to all their beloved who did not survive the
Holocaust. They also wanted to commemorate the adults who had taken such loving
care of them – social workers, educators and artists who taught them values that
remained central throughout their lives.
The initiative to create something like a memorial book came from Anna
Hanusová and her friend Helga Kinsky. Two documents gave rise to their

plan: Flaška’s autograph album and Helga’s Theresienstadt diary. Anyone w
 ho
has seen these documents understands why they inspired the two women to do
something to commemorate their murdered friends and keep alive the spirit

manifested in these and other documents from Theresienstadt – poems, essays,
drawings, letters – showing how much the adults tried to give the children support
and orientation at this time of disintegration of human values. In 1943 the Zionist
youth leader Fredy Hirsch put it this way: “We had to try to save the children from the
* page 80
debasement of all that is good”. *
In order to work together we all met for the first time in September 1998 in Spindler
mühle / Špindlerův Mlýn in the Giant Mountains of the Czech Republic. We came
from all directions: Helga from Vienna, Flaška from Brno, Handa, Hanka, Vera and
Judith from Israel, Ela from the United States, Evelina and Marta from the Czech
Republic. I came from Berlin. Autobiographical notes, documents and recollections
were collected and exchanged while I asked endless questions and recorded our talks
in countless notebooks and on audio tapes.
On this occasion, and at the get-togethers that followed every year at the same
time and place, I was both, witness to and p
 articipant in a work of remembrance
that became more intense and vibrant as the years went on. A passage from Helga’s

In April 1999 the „Girls of Room
28“ spent a week in Weikersheim (Germany), domicile of the
Jeunesses Musicales Germany.
Thomas Rietschel, then general
secretary of this organization
and initiator of an international
Brundibár educational project,
had heard about our book-project
and invited us to Weikersheim.
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Meeting of the
“Girls of Room 28”
in Špindlerův Mlýn,
Giant Mountains,
Czech Republic, 2002

diary, words from Flaška’s autograph album, a poem from Handa’s notebook, a child’s
drawing, a photo, a melody – and all of a sudden the past would come alive for
the women, moving even within my reach and drawing me, the outsider, into this
stream of consciousness and into the very centre of a story that since then has never
let me go.
The book was published in 2004. It was supported by the Commissioner of Culture
and Media of the German Federal Government. In the same year, on 23 September,
we opened the exhibition in Schwerin as part of the international competition on
‘Verfemte Musik’ (banned music), – organized by the Jeunesses Musicales of Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania and supported by the Foundation for Remembrance,
Responsibility and Future.
It immediately turned into a travelling exhibition that was soon shown in Berlin,
Leipzig, Freiburg, Überlingen, Leverkusen, Koblenz, Hamburg, Leutershausen,
Dorsten, Aalen, Heidelberg – to name only the first venues in Germany out of a total
of about sixty.
A Czech version was produced in 2006 and donated to the Jewish Museum in Prague.
A French version was part of the Festival Musiques Interdites in Marseille in 2009; an
English version was created in 2010 to be part of a German-Israeli Brundibár project with the Leipzig Gewandhaus Children's Choir, a project also supported by the
Commissioner of Culture and Media of the German Federal Government.
In 2011, the London private school Haberdashers’ Aske’s Boys’ School launched an
educational pilot project. Helga Kinsky and the former caregiver in Room 28, Eva
Gross, née Weiss, were invited to attend the opening event. Further events in Great
Britain followed, initiated and accompanied by the translator of the exhibition into
English, Gabriel Fawcett. He is an experienced historical tour guide based in Berlin
and closely linked to the project.
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Basic element of the
Room 28 Educational Project
I. The Book

Hannelore
Brenner-Wonschick

Original German edition
Hannelore Brenner-Wonschick
Die Mädchen von Zimmer 28
Freundschaft, Hoffnung und Überleben in Theresienstadt
Droemer Publishing House, Munich, 2004

Die Mädchen von Zimmer 28
Freundschaft, Hoffnung
und Überleben
in Theresienstadt

Droemer

English edition
Hannelore Brenner
The Girls of Room 28
Friendship, Hope and Survival in Theresienstadt
Schocken Books, New York, 2009
Brazilian edition
Hannelore Brenner
As Meninas do Quarto 28
Leya, São Paulo, 2014
Czech edition
Hannelore Brenner-Wonschick
Dĕvčata z pokoje 28
Published by Barrister & Principal, Czech Republic, Brno, 2006/2010
Out of print. The Czech book rights are available from the author.
Polish edition
Hannelore Brenner
Dziewcęta z pokoju 28
Published by Swiat Ksiazki, 2013
German edition
Hannelore Brenner-Wonschick
Die Mädchen von Zimmer 28
Aufbau Publishing House, Berlin, 2008
Out of print. Rights belong to the author.
More information:
http://www.room28projects.com/the-book/
Since 2009 the author's name is Hannelore Brenner
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The Exhibition The Girls of Room 28
and their designers
Since 2004, exhibition designers Renate Schlicht and Walter Hagenow have been
dedicated collaborators of Hannelore Brenner and the Room 28 Projects. The
focus of their work is the design of magazines, brochures, posters, exhibitions,
illustrations and books, especially in the social and cultural field.
More information about
the designers:
www.renateschlicht.de
www.walterhagenow.de
Photos below:
© Renate Schlicht
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When Edition Room 28 came to life in 2014, Renate and Walter designed the first
book of this series, Mein Theresienstädter Tagebuch 1943–1944 (My Theresienstadt
Diary 1943–1944) by Helga Pollak-Kinsky.
The autobiography of Evelina Merová followed in 2016: Lebenslauf auf einer Seite.
Prag – Theresienstadt – Auschwitz-Birkenau – Leningrad (Vita on one page. Prague –
Theresienstadt – Auschwitz-Birkenau – Leningrad).
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